We consistently deliver what exploration projects need - accurate drilling, quality samples and drilling programs executed on time.

Most importantly, they are delivered to the highest safety standards, regardless of whether the program is at a remote greenfield site or established brownfield operation.

VALUE FOR CLIENTS

- Drill programs executed on time
- Accurate, quality samples
- Capability to mobilise quickly to deliver on programs needed within short time-frames
- Flexibility to adjust to changes in drilling programs
- Mechanical availability consistently above 85%
- High drilling productivity rates
- Quality of drilling service reduces overall drill program costs
- Experience operating successfully in the unique conditions typical of remote and challenging environments

EXPLORATION DRILLING

We provide a range of exploration drilling services to cater to different stages of the exploration program, including: air core; deep hole diamond; diamond core; directional; reverse circulation; and underground exploration drilling.

Our clients work with us because we consistently deliver what they need, when they need it, to obtain the vital information that defines the ore body and guides feasibility and mine planning.

Our large rig fleet ensures our exploration drilling teams can mobilise quickly to site when required and will execute the drilling program in your required time frame.

Once on site we will:

- Focus on achieving productive drilling results
- Utilise HiTT software when directional drilling to ensure we consistently hit the target to deliver quality core samples
- Work closely with your geology teams to provide information on changing ground conditions
- Adapt or mobilise quickly to changes in drilling programs when required
- Review opportunities to improve efficiencies and reduce costs across the project
- Deliver on budget
- Leverage extensive in-country expertise and operational knowledge to complete the drill program efficiently
- Build partnerships with local communities via National employment programs and local community support programs
- Electronic data capture and distribution covering drill plod, mechanical performance and safety data
EXPLORATION DRILLING SERVICES

A consistently efficient and productive exploration drilling service can only be achieved with quality support, experience and systems.

SAFETY

We have an uncompromising commitment to the occupational health and safety of our employees and others where we work. As such, we have one of the best safety records in the industry.

We expect visible safety leadership across all levels of our company, from our Executive Leadership Team to our drill crews on site and will exceed the most stringent safety requirements. Our numerous safety initiatives, training programs, policies and procedures are designed to ensure all our employees have the knowledge to conduct their work safely. Most importantly we work with our employees to ensure they understand the controls to mitigate any risk and are empowered to act if they are unsafe in their workplace or they identify an unsafe condition or behaviour.

It is our goal at every site we operate to exceed safety requirements and be a positive contributor to the safety culture at the mine. Our maintenance programs ensure all rigs are kept to the highest safety standards.

SUPPORTING LOCAL COMMUNITIES

We recognise the importance of contributing to the local communities in which we operate. We actively employ, train and promote local national labour and work to reduce expat ratios across our business. We invest substantially in training and professional development of our employees and provide the opportunity for national employees to receive internationally accredited qualifications.

In addition, we work closely with our clients to support their local community programs and other corporate social responsibility strategies.

MAINTENANCE

We establish world-class maintenance facilities to achieve high fleet utilisation and invest in the latest equipment for our workshops to keep our drills turning. Regular rebuilds and planned maintenance optimise asset performance and reduce downtime and costs – our fleet is one of the youngest and most reliable in the industry.

TRAINING

Our employees undergo ongoing training across all areas of our drilling operations to ensure competency and a professional service delivery. Training combines site-based practical training together with theoretical and competency-based assessments.

PROFESSIONAL DELIVERY LEADERSHIP

We pride ourselves on being always looking at how we can do something better – so much so that in some cases our clients have adapted our standards as their own. We collect and analyse data to assess performance and implement continuous improvement initiatives.